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MARCH 12
The Contents of the Body

Body scan is a technique used in many types of meditation and awareness 

practice. There are many versions! My personal favorite is called Realization 

Process by Judith Blackstone. She wrote a book about it, teaches courses, 

and has recordings of the meditation you can buy. I studied with her many 

years ago in New York and appreciate her approach. Another good one is 

Jon Kabat Zinn’s which is available on YouTube: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4gZgnCy5ew 

Today, I’d like you to try that one out, or search ‘body scan meditation’ and 

scroll through until you find one you like. (I trust the integrity of Jon Kabat 

Zinn as a meditation teacher, so that’s one reason I lean toward this one at 

the link as far as free, public meditations go.) 

Body scan is a really useful tool for so many things! Many people find it helps 

their anxiety or other difficult emotional experiences. Others have reported 

shifts in relationship to physical pain. 

I love body scan meditation because I believe it builds confidence. Personally, 

I struggled to inhabit my body for many years. Truth be told, I was a spirit 

guide for a long while before coming back as a human this time! The physical 

body did not feel like my home. I used my body for amazing things including 

studying at The Martha Graham School of Dance, so I appeared to be in my 

body because I was a skilled dancer and mover. However, I did not feel 

grounded or confident in my existence here on Earth. The first time I did a 

realization process meditation with Judith (who I mentioned above) in her 

office, I also had a really difficult conversation scheduled later that evening. 

During the conversation, I noticed an ability to hold my space and handle it 

really well. I was able to say what I had to say. I didn’t fly off the handle. I 

didn’t resort to shutting down. A few days later I realized… OH MY GOD, I 

WAS IN MY BODY. That’s why it went so well. That’s why I felt so rooted. 

That’s why I could be calm in the face of difficult feelings. 
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•Magic gets more powerful

•Intention manifests faster

•Challenges become more manageable

•Sense of safety forms or deepens

•Awareness of physical needs before they reach crisis-level

•Greater willingness to prioritize our physical needs 

My suggestion is to try the body scan. Even if you feel bored, try to have some 

patience with it. It may become something you incorporate a few times a week, 

or even as a daily ritual. You can always record one in your own voice once you’re 

familiar with the process and listen to that if you don’t find one you love!

We will continue building on this next week as we do more magical work, so put some 

thought into this and also know you can revisit it then 

Do you have a Higher Power? (like a god, goddess, or other deity, love, nature 

(like the ocean or forest), the cosmos, or anything else you consider to be greater and 

larger than yourself and feel connected to)  This concept is often used by people in 

recovery, especially when they are religion-averse, and seeking something to have 

faith in. A short and sweet blog post on defining a higher power in that context can 

be found here: 

https://sobersenorita.com/blog/2015/03/26/10-name-concepts-for-your-own-higher-power

There are so many benefits to being more in our body! 
A few of them are:

Inventory #7
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•If you don’t have a higher power, would you like one? Why or why not?

•What negative associations do you have with this notions of big, powerful 

deities and forces much larger than ourselves? What negative feelings? 

•What positive associations do you have with this notions of big, powerful 

deities and forces much larger than ourselves? What positive feelings? 

•When you need spiritual support, what do you believe in? What gives you 

comfort, hope, or safety?

•Could you concept of a higher power be expanded or updated to be more 

reflective of who you are today? Is it loving enough? Accepting enough? 

Helpful and inspiring enough? Is it a higher power worthy of your 

greatness?

• What goddesses, gods, archetypes, historical figures, teachers, parts of 

nature, elements (earth, air, fire water, wind, wood, etc) resonate with you? 

If you have some you already work with, list them. If you don’t, do not fear! 

You can literally just start by googling “goddess of…” and include 

something that is important to you and you need help with. We will talk 

more about the elements in the coming week of the program, too. As well 

as some deities and other energies. Start brewing and musing!

Your action is the body can -- I’m hoping you’ll try it! If you have an 

inventories to catch up on or need to recommit to dreamwork, this is a 

great time to do that. 

Action:




